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Happy March Everyone!
We are continuing on our 2020 initiative of Self-Care. This month we want
to support this initiative by providing information for you about nutrition
and the challenges that are presented to you specifically in relation to
nutrition as a Health Care employee. You may work shifts or you may work
in a position that challenges the opportunity to maintain a regular
schedule. Either way, your nutrition planning and preparation and
consumption could all be affected. Eating well is an important component
for self care. Providing your body with the appropriate nutrition fuels not
only your physical needs but also your mental and emotional stability.
Physical and emotional stamina, alertness and resilience can all be affected
by nutrition choices. Our intention is to help you with your self care by
providing information, resources and a new edition of our Annual Pulse
Generator Cookbook (ready in May).
Please remember to take time for yourself – exercise and eat well.
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Turkish Get Up...The Ultimate Full body Exercise!
This exercise is traditionally performed with a kettlebell, but can be done with a dumbbell, or just a
fist! It is believed that ancient wrestlers used this exercise as a means to prepare for competition as
a part of the strength training routine. The Turkish Get Up exercise requires you to transition from a
lying position to standing position - all while holding one arm overhead while moving through
various planes of motion. This exercise is great for overall mobility and stability of the core,
shoulders & hips. This Turkish Get Up movement pattern allows for learning to move strong with
controlled coordinated movements.
Follow Breanne on Facebook (or, email Breanne.Martiniuk@ahs.ca …(she can email you the info
posted) as she leads you though some preparatory exercises to progress to a Turkish Get Up.

Caitlin, our NAIT practicum student has
been hard at work creating video content
for you, our members, to assist and
generate some new ideas for your
workout sessions. You can check out this
and future video content by joining the PG
Facebook group.
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Calling All PG Members for your
best recipes!
Here is how you can contribute to the
PG Cookbook Vol. 3
Each member can submit up to 3 recipes.
Please provide the following info:




Provide your name, which PG site you
work at, and why you are submitting it.





References for recipes from other
cookbooks, magazines or websites

Get your submission to us in a digital
format by emailing it to
kevin.vachon@ahs.ca

Please include any photos of your recipe

Submission deadline is
March 31st, 2020
A digital version of Vol 3 will be available to
all PG members, free of charge
beginning the month of May.
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I have been coming to the PG Gym since September of
2018. I initially joined the PG gym because running
outside on the cold and icy sidewalks was not favorable.
This actually worked out in my favor as last December I
hurt my knee and started strength training to rehab the
injury. I enjoy the accessibility of the gym and meeting,
socializing and encouraging all the other GNCH members
who come to the gym. I have made quite a few gym
friends as a result of coming to the PG. I am currently
training to keep running and to complete 3 Half
Marathons in 2020. Being active and keeping fit has
become a lifestyle for me and I love how I feels after
running or doing a strength training session. I believe this
is the best way to get those HAPPY endorphins! Working
out also allows me to enjoy all the foods I love, particularly
cheese and chocolate! I recommend to anyone if you are
looking for a small change or something small to commit
to, join the gym, you won’t regret it!

Are you new to the Pulse Generator or
thinking of joining? Register for a free
orientation with the PG. This 20 min
orientation will include a tour of the facility,
types of equipment available, equipment
bookings, class registration and other PG
services. Register online!
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Don’t keep us a secret! Ask us for a
buddy pass. Tell your co-workers
how awesome onsite fitness is and
let them try it out. Conditions apply.
Ask us for more details.

The Pulse Generator Energy Exchange Project needs
volunteers at the University location in Edmonton!
In exchange for your Energy in helping us to keep
the PG equipment clean, we will give you your
PG membership for free.
Project Requirements:
1—2 cleanings /week (approx. 45 mins total),
wiping down equipment with product provided,
checking and noticing any concerns or problems
and recording equipment cleanings in log provided.
Contact kevin.vachon@ahs.ca for more information.
Volunteers will be accepted on a first come first
serve basis.
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